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The use of traffic signals as a method of assigning right-

of-way at busy street intersections has been in existence for a

number of years. However, traffic signals have been used

wrongfully in some cases as a means of traffic control when the

traffic condition could have been remedied by the use of some

other type control device.

The primary objective in the signalized operation of an

intersection is to achieve the required capacity for each di-

rection of flow with minimum delay to the user. The full value

of a signal operation is realized only when it is operated in a

manner consistent with the traffic requirements. A signalized

operation may be at an isolated intersection or incorporated

into a series of two or more intersections to form a progressive

system. The use of unauly long signal cycles or improper

division of cycle times should be avoided when selecting cycle

times as they may cause undue delay and eventually disobedience

of the signal installation.

In order to select the proper cycle for a given inter-

section, it is necessary to first observe tne intex%section to

obtain the physical and operational characteristics. These

characteristics will include such factors as speed and volume

studies, turning movements, width of crossing, time-spacing of

vehicles, and delays of vehicles. From these data the minimum

pedestrian crossing time and the required yellow light time

can be obtained. Then some method of cycle length selection is



applied to the data and the optimum cycle length obtained.

After a cycle length has been obtained, it is necessary to

determine how much of the total time available at the intersec-

tion should be apportioned to each flow of traffic movement.

The selection and arrangement of simultaneous flows of movement

is known as "phasing" (8). The primary objective of phasing is

to accommodate all traffic movement with increased safety and

minimum delay. In order to properly phase an intersection,

green time or "go" intervals must be assigned to each movement

of traffic flow in the proportion wnich will optimize the move-

ment in both directions.

This report will primarily be concerned with methods of

cycle length selection and signal timing. Two methods of cycle

length selection and one metaod of progressive timing are pre-

sented in this report to illustrate methods of approach to sig-

nal timing. It must be remembered however, tnat after a signal

cycle length has been selected and the proper cycle division

assigned to each approach, the installation must be observed and

studied to insure that the performance of the system is adequate

for the traffic demand.

KJfciUIiL&utaTS OF TMA2VIQ BKU4AI3

At intersections where the demand for movement with safety

heavily taxes the supply of road space - especially during cer-

tain periods of the day - the ri^ht of way is frequently assigned

alternately to the diverse traffic flows. This assignment of



traffic movement is often accomplished by the use of automatic

traffic control devices. Any control device used for this pur-

pose must fulfill five basic requirements: attention, meaning,

time for response, respect, and fill an important need. In

addition, the control device must also apportion available time

among road users. Traffic signals are widely used in the

assignment of right of way at intersections.

A highway traffic signal is defined as any power operated

traffic control device, except a sign or a flasher, by which

traffic is warned or is directed to ta.te some specific action

(1). A traffic signal is a valuable device for control and

safe facilitation of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. After a

signal nas been timed, it exerts a direct influence on traffic

flow and for this reason it is very essential that the timing

program be checked to see that it meets the requirements of the

traffic.

In order to insure that the five basic requirements of

any control device are met, the following should be empha-

sized (1):

1. Design - The size, shape, color, and

simplicity of message should be combined

to produce a clear meaning. These fac-

tors combined with placement of the con-

trol device should provide adequate time

for reaction.

2. Placement - The placement of the control

device shall be such that it will be in



the cone of vision of the user. It must

also be located next to the object or

condition to be controlled.

3. Maintenance - The control devices must

be maintained to high standards if they

are to fulfill the need for which they

are intended. Also, if a control device

is no longer needed at a location, it

should be removed. The control devices

must be kept clean and legible at all

times in order to convey the proper mes-

sage.

4. Uniformity - The uniformity of control

devices aids in instant recognition for

road users. Similar situations should

be treated in the same manner. Imagina-

tive creation and engineering judgment

should be used to obtain uniformity.

Highway traffic signals, properly located and operated,

usually have one or more of the following advantages (1):

1. They provide for orderly movement of

traffic. Where proper physical layouts

and control measures are used, they can

increase the traffic handling capacity

of the intersection.

2. They reduce bhe frequency of certain

types of accidents.



3. Under conditions of favorable spacing,

they can be coordinated to provide for

continuous, or nearly continuous move-

ment of traffic at a definite speed

along a given route.

4-. They can be used to interrupt heavy

traffic at intervals to permit other

traffic, pedestrian or vehicular, to

cross.

5» They represent a considerable economy,

as compared witn manual control, at in-

tersections where the need for some def-

inite means of assigning ri^ht of way

fix^st to one movement and then to

another is indicated by the volumes of

vehicular and pedestrian traffic, or by

the occurrence of accidents.

Highway traffic signals may also have one or more of the

following disadvantages:

1. Average traffic delay may be increased,

if traffic volume is light*

2. Rear end and turning movement collisions

will usually increase.

5. Improper installation of a signal may

cause disobedience.

Traffic signals should conform in all respects to the

standards set forth in the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control



Devices," (1) or the state equivalent. These standards spec-

ify the size of lenses, number of lenses per signal face, color

and positioning of lenses, arrow shape, meaning of color and

arrow indications, illumination of lenses, location of signal

faces, height of lenses and minimum warrants justifying the

installation of the signal.

Traffic control signals should be installed and operated

on public highways only by legally delegated or constituted

public authority. Suitable legislative models which govern

these operations are presented in the "Uniform Vehicle Code"

(2) and in the "Model Traffic Ordinance'' (3). The Code and

tne Ordinance direct the State Highway Commission and the city

traffic engineer, or similar public officials or bodies, to

place and maintain a uniform system of traffic control devices

correlated with and, so far as possible, conforming to the

system currently approved by the American Association of State

Highway Officials.

FACTJHS A7fSGfX)ia SIGiMALIZED Ojei&ATIOiM Ob XJfr£BS£GTIOMS

In order to understand the mechanics of signal timing, it

is necessary to first acquire a general understanding of the

factors that influence the capacity of an intersection. The

maximum capacities of the approaching roadways are controlled

b,/ the jreen phases of the traffic signals. In signal timing,

the objective is to provide maximum capacity with minimum delay



and inconvenience to the users. Pedestrian safety must also be

considered in signal timing

•

The following is a list of various factors which influ-

ence the capacity of a signalized intersection:

Physical (4):

1. dumber of lanes in each approach to the

intersection,

2. Width of approach lanes.

3. Lateral clearance and shoulder width.

4. Grade and alignment of each approach.

5. Si^ht-distance at intersection.

6. Divided or undivided roadways and width

of median, if any.

7« Channelization lanes.

8. Type of signal device: fixed-ti:^e,

semi-actuated, fully-actuated, etc.

9. Access control, i.e., presence of drive-

ways and other roadside interference.

Operational:

1. One-way or two-way traffic on approaches.

2. Location of bus stops.

3» On street parking.

4. Speeds on intersection approacnes.

5. Volume of turning movements.

6. Number and size of commercial vehicles

in traffic stream.

7. Pedestrian traffic.
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8. Signal timing.

9# Driver behavior.

XITafiSJKJSIQli O&PAGISXgB

Tne capacity of an intersection approach, as described in

the "Highway Capacity Manual" of 1950 (5), is broken down into

two commonly used categories and is defined as follows:

Possible capacity - the maximum number of vehicles that

actually can be accommodated under the prevailing conditions

with a continual backlog of waiting vehicles.

Practical capacity - the maximum volume that can enter the

intersection during one hour with most of the drivers being able

to clear the intersection without waiting for more than one com-

plete cycle.

The Highway Capacity Manual of 1950 is under review and re-

vision and it is planned that the new edition will state the

capacities as a function of "level of service" (4). The level

of service could be measured in terms of travel time, speed-

change frequency, accident hazards, delay or other quality meas-

ures acceptable to the designer. It is felt that capacities

based on these levels of service will have more meaning to the

engineer than terms such as "most of the drivers" and "prevail-

ing conditions".

It has been found that capacity of intersections-at-grade



varies in almost direct ratio with the width of approach, meas-

ured from the curb line. However, a number of adjustments are

necessary when applying the information for average intersection

conditions to an intersection where conditions are not average.

The most important adjuscments for capacity and the adjusting

factors are:

For Urban Signalized Intersection Capacity (6).

1. Possible and practical capacities.

a. Possible capacity: On the average,

possible capacities are about ten

per cent higher than the average

rates represented in Fig. 1 (two-way

chart )

.

b. Practical capacity: On the average,

practical capacities are about ten

per cent lower than the average

rates represented by Pig. 1.

2. Commercial vehicles: Subtract or add one

per cent for each per cent by which per

cent commercial is above or below ten

per cent of the total traffic.

3. Turning movements.

a. Right tarns: Subtract or add one-

half per cent by which right turns are

below or above ten per cent of the

total traffic. (Maximum reduction

ten per cent).
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b. Left turns: Subtract or add one per

cent for each per cent by which left

turns are below or above ten per

cent. (Maximum reduction 20 per

cent.

)

Note: Maximum reduction for right and

left turns combined is 20 per cent.

4-. Bus stops and parking near intersection.

a. On streets where parking is pro-

hibited

(1) ho bus stop - add five per cent

(2) Bus stop on near side - subtract

three per cent in downtown areas

and 15 per cent in intermediate

areas

(3) Bus stop on far side - subtract

three per cent in downtown areas

and 15 per cent in intermediate

areas

.

b. On streets where parking is permitted

except at bus stops

(1) Bus stop on near side - add one-

quarter per cent for each one

per cent turns, maximum increase

not to exceed six per cent

(2) Bus stop on far side - make no

correction
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c. On streets where parking is permitted

and there are no bus stops

(1) Subtract one-quarter per cent

for each one per cent turns, but

maximum reduction not to exceed

six per cent

Note: For one-way streets - same as above

»

except left turns have same effect as

right turns and use Fig. 2 for inter-

section capacity.

When adjusting the volumes shown in Fig. 1 for conditions

that are not average, each adjustment must be made as a separate

step. To accomplish this when a number of adjustments are

necessary, each adjustment can be calculated and added to or

subtracted from 1.00, and a total factor then obtained from

these individual factors by multiplying them together. The ex-

ample that follows illustrates the application of the method.

Example No. 1.

Problem

What are the possible and practical capacities of

one approach to an intersection on a two-way street

that has the following characteristics:

Street width - 40 feet curb to curb

Area - downtown

Parking - permitted

Turns - 5 per cent right turns

12 per cent left turns
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Commercial traffic - 2 per cent at peak hour

Bus stops - far side

Green time - 27 seconds out of 50-second cycle

Directional movement - 60 per cent one

direction during peak hour

Solution

From Fig. 1 the capacity on one approach on

the average street 4-0 feet wide from curb to curb

in a downtown area with parking permitted is 950

vehicles per hour of green.

The following adjustments are required because

conditions are not average:

Cause Effect Factor

Eight turns (10-5) x #% +0.025 1.025

Left turns (10-12 )x 1% * -0.02 0.98

Commercial vehicles (10-2) x 1% » +0.08 1.08

Bus stop - far side No correction 1.00

Total factor = 1.025 x 0.98 x 1.08 x 1.00 - 1.085

Green time - 2J seconds out of 50-second cycle

=27/50 = 0.54-

Directional movement - 60 per cent one direction during

peak hour = a ^a

Therefore,

Feasible capacity = la0 * kgg^g °-i» * ^° - 1020

vehicles per hour in the direction of heavier flow.

Practical capacity = 0.90 x 1.085 x 0.54- x 950 = 835

vehicles per hour in the direction of heavier flow.

Other examples of intersection capacity problems are
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given in the Highway Capacity Manual of 1950 (5).

The capacity of the intersection can be altered by elimi-

nating certain movements, changing cycle times, rerouting com-

mercial vehicles, or changing the physical aspects of the

intersection. It is up to the engineer to study the intersec-

tion and make the necessary changes in order to meet the demand

of the traffic. In some instances one change (such as eliminat-

ing left turns) may be the only change necessary to increase the

capacity of the intersection to that desired,

EQUIVALENT VEHICLE VOLUMES

In order to use the formulas based on passenger car units,

the effect of turning movements and commercial vehicles will be

accounted for by converting these effects to equivalent passen-

ger car units. This method is approximate but it is widely used

because it is easy to apply and it produces satisfactory results

for signal timing and performance evaluation. However, if the

turning movement or commercial vehicle traffic has unusual char-

acteristics, they should be examined and considered separately.

Effect of Turning Movements

The fact is well known that left-turning vehicles take

more time to clear an intersection tnan straight-tnrough

vehicles. Vehicles making left turns also block vehicles in

the lane unless a turning lane is provided or there is suffi-
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cient space to pass. The amount of congestion depends upon

the amount of volume in the opposing lane. If the opposing

traffic is light, the blocking may be negligible, 'hen it is

heavy, the blocking may be such that it causes the left-turning

vehicles to wait until the end of the green signal and make the

turn on the amber signal. When this condition exists, a sepa-

rate left turn signal may be warranted.

In a study reported by Greenshields (4), an average value

of 1.3 seconds was added to the green time for each left turn.

This time increment was added to the sum of the left turns in-

cluding those in the opposing direction that entered the inter-

section on the same green phase. Therefore, if it is assumed

that the time spacing of the straight-through vehicles, ex-

clusive of starting delay, is 2.1 seconds per vehicle, then if

a left-turning vehicle requires 1.3 seconds more, its headway

becomes (2.1 + 1.3) or 3«4 seconds or 3»4/2.1 « 1.6 times that

of a straight-through vehicle. Thus, each left turn will be

equivalent to 1.6 straight-through vehicles (4). The effect

of right-turning vehicles is commonly neglected in signal tim-

ing. However, extra green time is required if the turning

radius for a right turn is less than 50 feet, then each

right-turn vehicle is equivalent to 1.4 straight-through ve-

hicles (4). Where there is an appreciable number of pedes-

trians crossing with the green light, there should be allowance

for time lost by right-turning vehicles in yielding right of

way to the pedestrians.
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Effect of Commercial Vehicles

The effect of commercial vehicles varies widely among dif-

ferent sizes and weights. Trucks require more time to clear an

intersection because their length is greater and generally their

rate of acceleration is less. GreenshieIds suggests that an

average commercial vehicle is equivalent to 1.5 passenger cars

approaching a signalized intersection. The conditions assumed

for this factor are level roadways and a predominance of medium

or light trucks (4).

METHOD I - FIXED-TIME SIGNAL CYCLE LENGTH tiELLCTIODl

This method of cycle length selection utilizes techniques

which can be applied to specific cases to optimize signal timing

in terms of level of service measured by (a) vehicle delay,

(b) the number o.'C vehicles backed up, and (c) the probability

of entering the intersection during the first green phase (4).

The application of uhe method begins by making a first

approximation of the cycle length producing minimum delay.

Green time is then apportioned according to the maximum vehicle

flow in each phase. The delay per vehicle for the critical

approach lane and the total delay for the entire intersection

are then determined for the approximated cycle length. The ex-

pected length of queue and the probability of entering the inter-

section during the first green phase is next computed for the

critical approach for each green phase.
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These calculations are made for the desired ran^e of possi-

ble cycle lengths. Finally the cycle length is selected which

produces the best combination of total delay, short queues, and

high probability of entering the intersection during the first

green phase. The selection of the optimum cycle length requires

good judgment and intuitive thinking on the part of the traffic

engineer. Proper selection of cycle lengths is usually associ-

ated with traffic engineers who have had a great deal of exper-

ience in the field of traffic engineering.

Preliminary Computations for Selection of Cycle Length

The following preliminary computations are necessary prior

to evaluating the three criteria for the selection of a cycle

length.

Amber Time. The length of amber time usually ranges from

three to six seconds, depending on the approach speed, stopping

time, and the width of the roadway to be crossed. A formula

which adequately accounts for these variables is (4)|

V fc

D
+ Vo/2a2

+ (W + L) /V°

in which

t. « amber interval, in seconds

t,. reaction - decision-making time of driver, in seconds

V° « approach speed of vehicle, in feet per second

W * width of intersection to be traversed, in feet

L = vehicle length, in feet
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a2 = constant rate of braking deceleration, in feet

per second per second (if the coefficient of

friction is assumed bo be 0.5 then a^ becomes

16.1 feet per second per second from the equation

Wf « ^a)
8

Vo
The component of the formula ^—— represents time to trav-

^»
TIT T

erse stopping distance at uniform speed Vo and —~— represents

time to cross the intersection. The component of the formula

tj. is as described above and is usually considered to be approxi-

mately 0.8 seconds (7).

The formula above represents the condition where the signal

turns to amber when the vehicle is at a point in the approach

lane. At this point the vehicle could stop before entering the

intersection, but instead it continues at a uniform speed Vo to

and across the intersection.

After the amber interval for an intersection approach has

been determined, it must be decided during now much of the amber

phase traffic flow occurs. Any portion of the amber time in

which traffic flows must be included in effective green time

and is a factor in computation of delay, queues, and entering

probabilities. The remainder of the amber time interval is

included as lost time. It seems reasonable to say also that

the amount of amber time used for traffic flow will vary during

the day, depending upon the density of traffic and other

factors.
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Headwc.ys of Vehicles Entering Intersections. When a signal

turns green there is usually on initial time lag or starting

delay for a queue of vehicles to get started moving through an

intersection, followed "by nearly equal time gaps between vehi-

cles as long as a continuous supply of vehicles is maintained.

This sequence indicates two time components: the time lost

in getting the traffic stream moving, and a nearly constant rate

of saturated flow at time headways of approximately 2.1 seconds.

The starting time appears to be a function of the alertness of

drivers as well as the accelerating capabilities of vehicles.

During peak Liours, and at signals that are chronically over-

loaded, drivers usually cut their starting time to a minimum -

even by anticipating the green light. In the off peak hours

when signals are not likely to be overloaded, drivers are less

alert and less hurried.

A usable value for starting time, lag and saturation flow

rate can usually be obtained in the specific locality \>j making

observations with a stop watch.

Apportionment of Green Time. Before a ^iven cycle length

can be evaluated it is necessary to determine how much of the

total time available at the intersection should be apportioned

to each flow of traffic movement. The selection and arrange-

ment of simultaneous flows is known as "phasing" (8). The time

available for distribution to various phases is the cycle

length minus the fixed time elements of the cycle, i.e., those

which are independent of cycle length.
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The available green time (gtj may be expressed as follows

(4)1

|t p C • K - In - to - -a - nl

where

gt total green time available for distribution, seconds

C « cycle length, seconds

R * total ail red time or pedestrian interval, if any,

seconds

a, m length of amber, phase 1, seconds

a~ m length of amber, phase 2, seconds

a = length of amber, phase n, seconds

n » number of green phases

nl lost time per phase due to starting delay, seconds

The distribution of the total green time to each phase is

made in proportion to the ratios of maximum approach lane flow

to the saturated flow. These ratios are expressed as (4):

Y = V/S where

V = volume in the lane of maximum flow for one phase

,

vehicles per second

S » saturated flow, venicles per second, i.e., the maximum

rate of flow that could be discharged during one green

phase

After the total green time has been proportioned, the

starting delay is added to obtain the number of seconds for one

full green phase , as follows

:

g, » 1 gt + 1
1 r
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sn " ¥~" gt * 1

where

g-p S?» &n length of green phases, seconds

!%i Y2 » Y ratio of design flow to saturated flow

for the most saturated approach lane

during each phase, seconds

Y - sum of Y
1 , Y2 Yn

n m number of phases

If the saturation flows were the same in all approaches,

the design volumes could be used in the above formulas instead

of flow rates.

Determination of Delay* Cycle Length for Minimum Delay -

An approximate formula (referred to in reference 4-) for optimum

cycle length in terms of minimum delay is as follows:

Co - kj-j *>

where

Co = optimum cycle length, seconds

L nl + R (assumes amber time as green time)

and

n number of phases

1 average lost time per phase (usually starting delay

only), excluding any all-red periods

R m time during each cycle when all signals display red,

including separate pedestrian intervals, if any

Y = summation for the whole intersection of the y values

corresponding to each phase where y m ratio of design

flow to saturation flow (jt) for a given phase.
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The cycle length obtained with the above formula closely

approximates the optimum for minimum delay under the given con-

ditions of lost time and relative saturation.

Delay per Vehicle - Webster's formula for evaluating aver-

age delay per vehicle, with some tiouifications in form and

nomenclature is (4-)j

A fr>K Bs /100-Cs
d = (cA ? ) ( l6Q )

where

d « average delay per vehicle in seconds (for a given

approach lane)

c = cycle length in seconds
vL

V = approach volume in vehicles per second per lane =
^gQQ

where VL • number of vehicles per hour in the lane of

maximum flow for an approach

A = term depending on A and x_ (Table 2 in reference 4)s

B = term depending on xo (Table 3 in reference 4)s

C = term depending on A » x_ and M (Table 4 in reference 4)s

= proportion of cycle length which is effectively green

for a particular approach = g /c

g m "effective green" « g + a - J«5 seconds

g green interval for approach, seconds

a m amber interval for approach, seconds

s m saturation flow or maximum rate of discharge per lane

in vehicles per second from queue during the green

period = l/G where G seconds of headway between

vehicles at maximum (saturation) flow to be obtained

from field data.
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x
g
= degree of saturation, or ratio of actual average flow

to maximum flow for an approach lane = V/ , s

M. m average number of vehicles arriving per cycle in an

approach lane * vc

Total delay per lane is computed as follows:

. A Vact

in which

DT
= total delay per lane, in vehicle-hours per hour of

signal operation

d = average delay per vehicle per nour, in seconds

Vact m actual volume of vehicles in the design hour

The actual delay criteria by which the signal timing should

be judged is the total delay for the entire intersection. This

is obtained by adding the total delay (D™) for all approach

lanes at the intersection.

It can readily be seen that manual techniques for com-

puting delay would be awkward and time consuming. Therefore,

computer programs have been written for speed of computation

(4)-

Length of Queue

.

The length of a line or queue of waiting

vehicles at a signalized intersection is of primary importance

in urban areas where the intersections are close together.

The lines of waiting vehicles may be subjected to excessive

delay and may also block cross traffic at intersections.

An approximate formula for the average length of queue

at the beginning of the green period is as follows (4):

U ^ + vd, or JS = vr (whichever is larger)
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where

N number of vehicles in queue

v rate of flow, in vehicles per second

r « red phase, in seconds

d = average delay per vehicle, in seconds

probapUifr.y 2L Arriving, Vehicles Enfrerin^ the, Intersection

During Their First Green Phase. Usually the drivers in a traf-

fic stream desire to get tnrough a traffic signal on the first

green light. Therefore, another criterion for determining

cycle length is make the green interval long enough so that

nearly all the vehicles will pass through the intersection on

the first green interval.

Use is made of the Poisson probability distribution to

express the number of vehicles that will arrive at an inter-

section in a given time interval. The Poisson distribution

formula is as follows (4):

x -m
P
(x) - -3—

where

P v is probability of exactly x vehicles arriving in any

time interval t.

m = average number of vehicles arriving in t

x. x factorial

e base of natural logarithms

The preceding computations are made over the desired

range of cycle lengths using amber time as green time and then

using amber time as lost time. The optimum cycle length is

chosen, which, in tne Judgment of the engineer, best fits the
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conditions of traffic characteristics.

Detailed examples of the above method of cycle length

selection are given in reference 4-. The selection of the opti-

mum shoula be made with all characteristics of the intersection

and traffic flow well in mind. This requires that the traffic

engineer be experienced in the field of signal timing and

theories of traffic flow. Again, it should be noted that after

a cycle length has been selected and bhe system put into opera-

tion, frequent checks of the installation should be made to

insure that the timing is adequate for the traffic demand,

AiLkTMOD II - PIXED-TIiilb SIGNAL CXGLB LBMOTfi SSLfiCSXQti

This method of cycle length determination is essentially

the method as described in the 1950 edition of the Traffic

Engineering Handbook (7).

The method is based upon the observed or design traffic

volumes, spacings between venicles, and the observed or design

speeds. The total cycle time, T, is a combinacion of tne time

necessary to accommodate the maximum traffic movements in the

intersecting directions, the delay time necessary for a vehicle

to accelerate from rest when the signals change, and the re-

quired yellow light clearance.

Some of the factors which must be considered in assigning

green time to the intersecting streets are (1):

1. dumber of traffic lanes and other physical condi-

tions.

2. Volume of traffic in the critical lanes.
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3. Requirements of commercial and public transit

vehicles.

H, Vehicle headways on the intersecting streets.

5. Pedestrian c ossing requirements.

6. Vehicle and pedestrian clearance requirements.

7. Turning movements.

For a simple intersect ion with four approaches and a two-

phase signal installation, the terms used in the timing

formula are as follows (7):

Y
l

+ Y
2 * S

l " E
2

+ D
l

+ D
2

T =
1 - 0.0033(N

1
S
1

+ »
2
S
2 )

where

T total cycle length, seconds

N, = number of vehicles on the major street entering the

intersection from one approach in the peak five

minutes in one hour

N = same as N, except for minor street

S^ =» average time spacing in seconds between vehicles as

they enter the intersection in the direction corres-

ponding to N..

S_ same as S, except in the direction corresponding to Nj

D^ = delay time in seconds for the first vehicle in a line

to move into the intersection corresponding to the

direction N,

Dp = same as D-, except in the direction corresponding to

N
2

G. the number of seconds of green light in the direction

of H.
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G
2

= the number of seconds of green light in the direction

of N2

Y, the number of seconds of yellow light between the

green and red light in the direction of Bk

Yp same as Y, except in the direction of N 2

The factors for determining ?, G, f and G
2 in the above

list are usually not known, therefore, some studies need be

made to determine values required to solve the timing equation.

(See Reference 7, p. 228)

Factors N-^ and MU ~ Actual vehicle counts should be taken for each

approach at the specific intersection under

study. Traffic counts by 15-minute intervals,

showing the movement into the intersection from

each approach, should be used to determine the

values of N-, and Np. Values of N are for all

traffic in the riven movement regardless of the

number of lanes and includes turning vehicles.

The counts should include the periods of peak

traffic flow and least traffic flow to deter-

mine whether the signals should be operated

on the same cycle throughout the day or

changed during the day to more nearly meet the

traffic demand.

Factors S and D - The values of S^ f
S
2

, Dlf and D
2
must corres-

pond to the movements N^ and M2 » *he factors

can be obtained by observing traffic movement

and obtaining the time interval for a certain

number of vehicles to pass a certain point

selected by the observer. If the intersection
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lowing Stored Cars Va. Vine A:"*ter Groen to

Enter the Intersection can be plotted. The

time-spacing and initial delays can be obtained

by calculation from the chart. If the inter-

section is not already signalized, the traffic

could be controlled manually and released at

regular intervals similar to signalized

operation in order to obtain the required

data.

Factor Y - The yellow time is dependent upon the vari-

ables as follows

:

Speed - The speed of the vehicle that is ap-

proaching the intersection. The speed can be

obtained by a common method of checking vehicle

speeds and should be taken at a point a suffi-

cient distance from the intersection to obtain

the speed in free-moving traffic, i.e., where

the speed is not influenced by acceleration or

deceleration at intersections.

Reaction distance - The distance required for

the vehicle operator to decide whether to stop

or continue on through the intersection on the

yellow light.

Total braking distance - The distance required

for the vehicle to decelerate from speed Vo, to

a complete stop.

Crossing distance - The distance from the stop

line on the near side of the intersection to the
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curb line on the near 8 j.e plus the inter-

secting- street width plus the length of the

vehicle.

When these factors are obtained, the total cycle time (T)

and the green times for the intersecting streets can be comouted.

The total cycle time (T) is as follows:

T * G l Yl + G 2 + Y2 (equation 1)

where G-^ (^r?r) S^T - 8, + D
1

(equation 2)

G„
-^jfi

S
2
T - S« + D

2
(eauation 1)

Now by substituting the values of G and 8 into the equation

for T and solving for T we obtain

T = C1.0033N-lS.jT - S
x

+ Dx + Yi + 0.0033S 2N2T - S2
+ D

2
+ Y2

" 0.0033(N
1
S
1

+ U
2
S
2

) T - S + D^^ + Y
1

- ^
2
+D

2
+ Y

?

Y, + t9 - S, - S + D, + D-
T

1 - O.mld^l l>
?
3
2 )

(equation »)

After T is obtained, the values of G. and G
?

can be com-

puted from equations 2 and 3 respectively.

Equation *J will give the required cycle length for the in-

tersection based upon the traffic volumes, spacinrrs between

vehicles, and the observed speeds. When a cycle length has

been computed it is advisable to round off the cycle length to

the nearest five seconds. The reason for this is that the

manufacturers of signal units have standard gear boxes made up

in multiples of five-second intervals and a special gear for

an odd interval cycle length is quite costly.

The calculated green time for each intersection approach
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should be compared with, the minimum green time necessary to

allow a pedestrian to cross the intersection. The minimum

green time required for a pedestrian to cross an intersection

is as follows:

Minimum Green a W 5 sec. - Yellow Time

where

W • width of street, in feet

V m walking speed of pedestrian, usually 3 to 5 feet per

second

The example which follows will best illustrate the use

of the timing formula.

Example flo. 2.

Determining Cycle Length and Signal Timing.

Compute the desirable minimum length of cycle, length

of yellow time and length of each green time for the following

traffic conditions assumed to exist at the intersections of

Streets A and B (shown in Fig. 4). The values shown are for

3N1? 3N2 » D-p D2 » 8*| and S2 »

Assume the 85th percentile speeds of approach were 22

m.p.h. "A" Street is 54 feet curb to curb; "B M Street is 40

feet curb to curb. Property lines are 15 feet back of curb

lines. The vehicle volumes shown are in equivalent vehicles,

i.e., the volumes have been corrected for turning movements, etc.

Solution:

The timing equations to be used are:

T • fk + Y
±

+ G2 Y2
3*1

G
l - (TO5)S1T * S

l
+ D2
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G = (

3!I 2)S T - S- + D~
90 U

therefore

v v 9 ^ n n
T = A

l +
T
2 - g

X - °2 + 1 + 2

1 - 6.66111(3^ + J1TJ5J)

The initial delays D% and Dp and the average tine spacing

between vehicles S, and 5 are (riven, therefore Y and Y

must be computed.

The yellow time is given as:

Yellow Time M Y" =

Reaction Distance + Total Braking Distance + Crossing Distance
Speed

Braking reaction time - assume 0.8 seconds (7)

Reaction distance 0.8(22) (I.H7) 25.9 feet

Braking Distance - a coefficient of friction for deceleration

of 0.5 is assumed

Wf - Wa
g

Solve for a: a fg = 0.5(32.2 ft/sec 2
) 16.1 ft/sec 2

Braking Distance S = 4^-

S (22mph) 2 (1.47)
2

32.5 feet

2(l6.1)ft/sec 2

Crossing Distance - assume length of vehicle is lB.O feet (12)

Street "A" crossing distance « 15' + 40» + 18» 73 feet

Street "B" crossing distance = 15 ? + 5^' + 18' = 37 feet

therefore

XX (Street A) -
25 ' 9

' ^|^ + 73> °'
- ».l sec.

Y2 (Street B) - 12l21 $$*&£ 87 '°'
" *•' se0 -
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Now

1
1 - O.OOlll ((275)(1.7) + (100)(2.4)) .2147 /#^

Total cycle (rounded to nearest 5 sec.) * 70 seconds

To obtain the green times, substitute the value of T into

the respective green time equations.

5K
1. . „ „ 2

G
l * TW^l2 ~ S

l
+ D

l * f^O^
1 * 7^ 70 ) - 1# ? + 4 «° " 38.7 sec.

G-, 40 seconds - Green time for Street "A M

5N2 100
G2

a
900

S2T " S2 + D2 " g55( 2 - 4 )(7 ) " 2 *4 5.0 » 21.3 sec.

Gp 20 seconds - Green time for Street "B"

The timing for the intersection would be as follows:

T = 70 seconds

G-, * 40 seconds

Gp 20 seconds

Y, 5 seconds

Yp s 5 seconds

Now the minimum green time required for pedestrian crossing

is calculated:

Minimum Green Eime Street "A"

4 ft/sec + ^ sec ~ 5*0 sec = 13*5 seconds

Minimum Green time Street "B" =

40 ft
4 ft/sec * ^ sec ~ ^ sec = I®*® seconds

It is seen that the computed green times are adequate for

pedestrian traffic.
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SIGNAL TIMING WITH PJiOGKi&SIOtf lh TWO-WAY SYSTEMS

In general, all pretimed signals within one quarter of a

mile of one another and controlling the same traffic should be

operated in coordination (1). At times, coordination may he

desirable at even greater distances under certain conditions.

When traffic movement is permitted to flow on a street in

both directions, it becomes necessary to provide a signal timing

system that will provide essentially continuous flow. Great

inconvenience and undue delay is burdened upon the traffic

stream if independent, non-interrelated operation of closely

adjacent signals is allowed. Coordination of signals may be

achieved by the operation of two or more signalized inter-

sections as a system in which there exists a desirable and

definite time relationship among the diverse phases at all in-

tersections. In order for the system to operate efficiently,

the flow of traffic on a given phase of movement at one inter-

section must be accommodated by a green light on its arrival at

the next signalized intersection. The efficiency of any signal

system will depend to a great degree on varying blocs lengths,

conditions of traffic flow, and physical aspects of the street

and intersections.

Signal Systems

The most useful classification of traffic control signal

systems is based on their method of coordination. On the basis
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of classification, there are four general types of coordination

at pre timed signals. These are defined as the simultaneous sys-

tem, the alternate system, the limited progressive system, and

the flexible progressive system (1).

The method (7» ^» 10) to be illustrated is a graphical

method of timing progressive systems. This method is useful for

determining timing offsets for equal speed and band widths in

both directions and it also assures optimum timing conditions

by adjusting deviations of "lead" and "lag" time so tuey are

minimized. The graphical method is based on the preparation of

a master chart (7) showing uniform signal spacing for identical

two-way speed progression. The actual signal spacing is super-

imposed on the master chart and the optimum speed and band width

is obtained. This metaoa. is trial ana error only in cue sense

that different cycle lengths should be tried to obtain tne

optimum timing sequence for the signal system, uowever, for

any cycle length selected, the solution is obtained directly

and without the trial and error calculations that are required

in mathematical solutions.

First, a master chart must be constructed as snown in

Fig. 5. The vertical scale in miles per aour is ^iven for tnree

cycle lengths which may be extended as desired or intermediate

cycle periods may be inserted by interpolation. The basic

horizontal scale is distance in feet. (A suitable scale in

practice is 1" » 100 \ ) How, upon cnis system of coordinates

is plotted a seizes of "#-cycle" lines.

For the vertical scale in Fig. >, one can use any cycle
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length, to obtain the half-cycle lines, then the other cycle

times which are to be considered can be plotted using appropri-

ate ratios. For example, a 20 m.p.h. speed for a 60-second

cycle would be equivalent in terms of linear distance to a 24

m.p.h. speed for a 40-second cycle. Table 1 shows the half-

cycle relationship between bhe various cycle times and empha-

sizes that the distance traversed in each case is equal.

Table 1. Speed vs. cycle time for fixed distances.

Cycle time
(sec)

Distance
(ft)

60

50

40

30 20.0 29-3 880

25 24,0 35.2 880

20 30.0 44.0 880

The horizontal scale in Fig. 5 is in feet. The points

along each naif-cycle line are plotted at a distance traveled

at the corresponding speed daring one-half of the period of the

corresponding cycle. Thus along the top line of Fig. 5f the

distance between half-cycle lines is 1100 feet wnich is the

distance traveled in 30 seconds (one-half of the 60-second

cycle) at 25 m.p.h., or the distance traveled in 25 seconds

(one-half of the 50-second cycle) at 30 m.p.h., or the dis-

tance traveled in 20 seconds (one-half of the 40-second cycle)

at 37.5 m.p.h. The distance between half-cycle lines along

the bottom of Fig. 5 is 550 feet.
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Further explanation of the chart will be illustrated by

application to an example problem.

Example No. 3» Progression in Two-way Systems.

The example to be illustrated is a progressive timing prob-

lem for the street system as shown in Fig. 6. The proposed

signal locations are plotted on the progressive timing chart

with the "A" intersection located on the first half-cycle line.

The first half-cycle line is considered as an index for all ver-

tical movements. It is usually advised to plot the street

intersections upon a straight edge. Tne straight edge is then

placed upon a horizontal line of the cnart somewhere within the

desired range of speed on the preferred cycle. The desired

range of speed may be obtained from field studies or it may be

the speed deemed most desirable for the conditions of the street

system. In an initial trial toward solving the example prob-

lem, assume the desired speed is 19 m.p.h. on the 50-second

cycle scale. The straight edge is then set on the horizontal

line corresponding to 19 m.p.h. This setting is shown in

Fig. 6.

Along the 19 m.p.h. line in Fig. 6, the distance between

each of proposed signal location points and the nearest naif-

cycle line measures, in feet, the distance between the signal

location and the point where opposing flow bands of traffic will

intersect. The distance between half-cycle lines is 2$ seconds

because a 5^-second cycle was chosen. Now, the distance between

signal location points and the half-cycle lines will be one-half

the time interval between corresponding lines of opposing flow
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bands at the signal locations. This is all the data that is

needed to construct the Time-Space Diagram for this signal sys-

tem. However, due to the presence of unequal block lengths, it

is noted that the signal locations do not fall on half-cycle

lines. Therefore, the flow bands in opposite directions will

not be of equal width which is desired for equal flow in op-

posite directions. The flow bands can be made equal by adjust-

ing the deviations from the half-cycle lines so that they are

equal. This is done by moving the straight edge to the left or

right, whichever is required. In this case, it is noted that

the greatest deviation of a signal location from the half-cycle

line is at signal location "H" and this deviation is to the

right. The greatest deviation to the left is at "E". There-

fore, to balance the deviations, the straight edge should be

shifted to the right two and one-half seconds. This shifting,

in effect, moves the proposed signal locations to the right the

distance wnich is equivalent to a time interval of two and

one-half seconds. Since the maximum and minimum deviations

from half-cycle lines are now equal, we have equal flow bands

in opposing directions. The Time-Space Diagram has been con-

structed as shown in Fig. 7, with tne deviations made equal at

signal locations E and R, (i.e., the signal locations shifted

to the right).

To construct the Time-Space Diagram, the points at wnich

the half-cycle lines intersect the 19 m.p.h. line on the Pro-

gressive Timing Chart are projected downward to locate the

points of intersection of the opposing flow bands. The paral-
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lelograms of flow "bands are properly established because the

points of intersection occur at intervals of half-cycle periods.

The width of the flow hand depends upon the duration of green

interval available for a progressively timed street.

The maximum time difference between corresponding lines of

opposing flow occurs where the greatest irreducible deviation

remains after the system has been balaxiced laterally. In the

case illustrated, the maximum deviation is at location E and H

and the time difference is 15 seconds. The difference between

the half-cycle time and the maximum deviation time difference

is the flow band width. Tnis system has a flow band width of

10 seconds, or 20 per cent of the time cycle. This represents

a system of low efficiency and indicates that the 19 m.p.h.

speed chosen may not be the optimum speed.

The optimum arrangement 00OUTa //hen tue sum of two crit-

ical deviations is at a minimum. This optimum condition can be

obtained by moving the straight edge vertically in either direc-

tion until the sum of the largest deviation to the left and the

largest deviation to the right of the half-cycle lines is a

minimum. When the optimum speed is found, the Time-Space Dia-

gram is constructed in the same manner as before.

To illustrate the procedure for obtaining the optimum

speed which gives the greater band width, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9

have been constructed. In the Progressive Timing Chart each

successive one-half cycle line to the right slopes more acutely

than the one to the left. Therefore, as the system of signal

locations is moved upward or downward on the chart, trie deviations
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farthest to tne right will change more rapidly than the ones to

the left of the chart.

In Fig. 6 it is noted to minimize the deviations of

locations E and H, the system of signal locations should be

moved downward. As the system is moved downward the deviation

at E increases. At 17.5 m.p.h. the deviation at E is to the

n ,ht and the deviations at F, G, and n, which were to the left,

are now zero. Therefore, tne critical deviation is at E and

this is the sum total of t ie critical deviations as there are

no deviations to the left.

In Fig. 8, to equalize the deviation, the signal is

shifted to the left a distance of one-half of the deviation at

E, as shown in Fig. 9» How, the deviations at A, E, and F are

equal and it is seen chat a zero deviation can be a "critical"

deviation. In the same manner as in Fig. '?% tne standard type

of time-space diagram is constructed from the Progressive Timing

Chart. In Fig. 9» the band widch is shown as 14 seconds, whicn

gives an increase of eight per cent over the timing at 19 m.p.h.

The signal system can be timed using any cycle length de-

sired since interpolation between cycle time lines produces

equally good results. However, most signal cycles are in

multiples of five seconds.

Tnere may be more than one optimum condition for a pro-

posed plan of signal spacing within the range of a prepared

master chart. It is usually up to tne traffic engineer to

decide which optimum condition best suits the trafiic flow

characteristics of the system. However, after a signal cycle
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length has been chosen and the system put into operation, the

traffic engineer should observe the operation to make certain

the timing sequence handles the traffic. This is a require-

ment of all traffic engineers because a timing system that

doesn't accommodate the demand of the traffic isn't worth a "hoot"

THE VALUE OE SIGNAL PHASE OVERLAP
IN SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION CAPACITY

This section is intended to serve only as a reference to

research and investigation which was done by the Texas Highway

Department and the Texas Transportation Institute (11). The

investigation was made in the interest of increasing signalized

intersection capacity by the use of signal phase overlap.

The method of signal timing using signal phase overlap

applies itself well to the multiple type intersections, such as

signalization for the traffic from a snopping center to provide

access to a major arterial or the conventional two-level diamond

interchange.

The signalized intersection is a vital element in the

street system of all cities and methods to increase the capacity

of the system is the objective of all traffic engineers.

SUMMARY

This report has been presented to illustrate methods of

cycle length selection and signal timing. The examples shown
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do not represent any specific type of intersection as each

intersection to be signalized represents an individual study in

itself.

The selection of signal cycle lengths using Method I in

this report is a relatively new method. It is based on "levels

of service" to the user rather than arbitrary values for capac-

ity. The application of Method I is questionable for all in-

stances of signal timing such as isolated intersections where

the warrants for signalization may be at a minimum. It seems

that to use this method of cycle length selection, a great

amount of professional experience woulu be necessary in order

for signalization to be accomplished properly.

The use of Method II, or variations of this method, is in

wide use for signal timing. This may be due to the fact that

it has been used widely in the past. The method is such that,

analytically, an engineer or layman with little experience can

solve a signal timing problem if the data for the location are

furnished. The terms of capacity as defined in the highway

Capacity Manual (5) are somewhat arbitrary and hard to "pin

point". Therefore, the needed change in methods and procedures

has been recognized and revisions are in the process.

The graphical method of signal timing is a relatively easy

and rapid solution to progressive timing of signal systems.

This timing solution can be solved by inexperienced engineers

as the sequence of procedures is straight forward and analysis

of the Time-Space Diagram is readily apparent. Solutions to

timing problems can be obtained much faster using the graphical
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solution rather than a mathematical solution. The mathematical

solution requires a considerable amount of "trial and error"

calculations. The example problem shown gives equal flow in

both directions. In most cases traffic is found to be heavier

in one direction than the other at certain hours and at other

hours the situation is found to be reversed. Timing signals

for unbalanced flow conditions can be solved quite easily with

a graphical analysis.
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The traffic signal is a valuable device for the control and

safe facilitation of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Because of

its arbitrary or traf ic-in luced as: ignnent of right of way to

the various movements at intersections and at other street and

'iway locations, the traffic signal exerts a strong influence

on traffic flow, T t is of utmost importance that the selection

and use of such a control device be nrecederl by a thorough study

of roadway and traffic conditions by an experienced engineer.

lo.ua ] ly important is the need for checking the efficiency of a

signal or signal system, once in operation, to ascertain the

degree to which the type of installation and the ti am

meet the requirements of traffic, and to permit intelligent

operating adjustments of the controls.

>or deals *ith the phase of traffic engineering con-

cerned with methods of selection of signal cycle Ion th and tia-

of signals for individual intersections and street systems.

Some cC the requirements of traffic signals are presented

along with sore advantages and disadvantages of signalized oper-

ation of street intersections. Also, some preliminary consider-

ations for signal ti . are give; to introduce the ra
7 s of

signal timing.

Two methods are given for cycle length selection for fixed-

si nals at individual intersections. he first method is

relatively recent and is based on three criteria of levels of

service t< the user. hese three criteria aret delay per vehi-

cle, expected queue leaftil, and the probability of entering the

intersection during the first -ihase. In this method it is



required that calcinations be made for the desirad range of

cycle lengths using amber as lost time and amber as green time.

Then the cycle length is selected based on the judgement of an

experienced traffic engineer who considers all the physical and

operational conditions for the intersection under study.

The second method of cycle length selection is base 3 mon

the observed or design traffic volumes, spacings between vehi-

cles, and the observed or design speeds. This method or some

variation is in wide use by experienced traffic engineers. The

total cycle time is comrmted and then apportioned to the inter-

secting traffic flows according to traffic demand. The calcula-

tions for this method are straight forward and easily anplied to

collected data.

The third method of cycle length determination is for the

progressive timing of a signal syste . The signal system is

plotted on a Master Chart for Progressive Timing and graphically

solved to provide a timing sequence im the desired range of sig-

nal cycle length. By selecting different cycle lengths and

solving for a timing sequence, the optimum cycle length can be

selected which fits the specific street system and traffic flow

conditions.




